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FateÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s dark design brings them together ... in a mating neither is ready for.Five years after

witnessing her father's death, Keelyn has become what she never wanted to be: a were-hunter.

Surprisingly good at the career she'd had thrust upon her that fateful day, she heads to the yearly

gathering to pay her farm's rent with money earned from hunting werewolf hearts and pelts.Bane

and his wolf pack are also headed to the yearly gathering when Bane, the pack's Alpha, finally

scents the female his wolf says is to be their forever mate. There's only one problem- she also

scents of death and wet wolf hide.When Bane follows Keelyn into the woods, neither are prepared

for the passion, or the truths, they're each about to face.Can they survive the revelations that lie

ahead? Or has fate doomed them to an impossible love? Note- all the stories in the Alpha Hunted

series stand alone, but if you want to read them in time-line order:Before The Hunt (Prequel to the

Alpha Hunted series, featuring Sandra & Naythan)Alpha Hunted: Keelyn & BaneAlpha Hunted 2:

Bella & MacAlpha Hunted 3: Ivy, Ryker & David Alpha Hunted 4: Enid & The King An Impawsible

Christmas (Sequel)ALL ON SALE! SERIES IS COMPLETE!
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If the author could keep the story in the correct century. The storyline is very good but the story is in

the century with paying rents to the king and making a living hunting werewolves and next thing you

know Keesley is wearing a bra with hooks and there's concrete in the alley. Also the speech

patterns become more modern as the story goes on. I'm looking forward to the next book.

Keelyn and Bane are a great couple! Once they find each other the story really gets going. Keelyn is

a kicka*s chick with a guttermouth, smart, sexy and proud. Bane is a stubborn man who doesn't get

woman AT ALL, he's also smart, sexy, proud and a bit of a pain in the a*s. This story is great, the

characters all have their own stories as well, mac is a great bear shifter friend that has a very level

head. Natheyn(spelling?) And Sandra are a happy mated couple that help in their own way. Overall

its a great story with drama, anger, sadness, fear, happiness, sexy scenes and best of all great

people! I had the hardest time putting this book down lol!I received this book in exchange for an

honest review.

Wow. I had to read the book straight through! I have never read this author but I will look for more of

her work. This book was full of emotional ups and downs, broken people, and misguided thinking.

The expositions were sometimes too drawn out and detailed, but the fantastic story itself made up

for that. I loved that Keelyn was strong on her own and that Bane loved that about her too. To have

the two of them even meet each other is a huge twist, never mind what happens later! Talk about

mind blowing! The love scenes were hot and the violent scenes were satisfyingly graphic. Overall,

the book was like almost completely perfect. It was fun to read and hard to put down.

I really enjoy reading Ms. Klaire's books. And this book is no exception!This is book 1 of a series so

if you don't like series...skip it. But if you like how unfolds over several books with each book

focusing on the view point of several characters...this is a good one! Each book does have two or

three main characters who fall in love BUT it's not just love at first sight. They each have different

issues that they have to overcome before their HEA. I do like how Ms. Klaire has managed to give

the HEA yet have a cliffhanger making you need to read the next book to see what happens to the



over-all story line. Well Done!!In this book we are introduced to our young huntress Kee and we see

how / why she becomes a Were-Huntress. Then we meet Bane, he is the Alpha who scents his

Mate but she is covered by death? Oh boy! Can the Were & his Huntress forgive each other for the

past? Can her family forgive her for her new mate? What is going on at the castle??

I stayed up all night to read this novel. It was so interesting I could not put it down. I liked book 1 and

book 2. Now I am starting on book three. J.M. Klaire is a VERY Good author! These are the first

time I have read her books. I WILL be buying more! sonja8@live.com

Keelyn and Bane were chemistry of the explosive kind. Keelyn is on the hunt, for the beast that

killed her father. Who knew she would end up with a beast of her own.I loved the story line and the

dynamics of the story. This was a great beginning to a series, which are also available and great

reads. This is an afternoon under a blanket, while its raining read.

It was a very moving story showing real issues that could be related to issues we face in real life.

Too bad we don't have shifters to relate to. But who hasn't had to face choices and changes in their

life. Need to read the other stories in this series as should be just as good as this one.

I love J. M. Klaire stories. They are hot, sexy, stories of finding your true mate. The way the

characters interact with family, friends & other people who come into lives is important to the plot &

stories. Keelyn & Bane a unique love story.
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